
Albania and Greece relations: 

What do citizens think?

Presentation of main survey report findings



Survey methodological approach 

• Implemented by DATA CENTRUM Research 
Institute 

• Quantitative face-to-face, door-to-door 
interviews 

• Nationwide representative sample 

• Total n=1,200 interviewees 

• Data collection: 11-26 February 2020

• Implemented by PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH 
UNIT of the University of Macedonia

• Quantitative computer-assisted telephone 
interviews 

• Nationwide representative sample 

• Total n=1,128 interviewees 

• Data collection: 13-20 December 2019

Survey in Albania Survey in Greece



Relations 

with 

neighboring 

countries



Albanians are quite extrovert and perceive more countries as their

best friends compared to Greeks who are more introvert and perceive

to be on their own without many friends.

Albanians’perceptions onAlbania’s “Best Friend” Greeks’ perceptions onGreece’s “Best Friend”



Reverse perceptions of Greeks and Albanians on being threatened by

other countries. Importantly, Albanians and Greeks do not see each

other as a threat.

Countries that pose
threat to Greece 

(88%)

Countries that pose

threat to Albania 

(26%)



Albanians have more positive view on the neighbouring countries

(except for Serbia) compared to Greeks who hold more neutral or

negative opinion (except for Serbia & Israel)



Albanians are more keen to develop relations with neighbouring

countries, specially with Kosovo and Italy, compared to Greeks who 

are more interested in their relations with Israel and Serbia.



Attitudes on

the European 

Union



Albanians have a highly positive perception of the European Union 

while Greeks are significantly more skeptical. 



Again, Albanians strongly believe EU is a place of convergence and 

cooperation. In the opposite, Greeks find EU more as a place where 

powerful impose their interests (61%). 



Albania candidacy in soon becoming an EU member is supported by 

almost all Albanians. Greek citizens are divided with half of them 

supporting Albania’s candidacy. 

Albanian
citizens

Greek
citizens



Albanians and Greeks agree on the support delivered by the Greek 

government to Albania on its European perspective and journey.

True False DK/DA

True False DK/DA



General 

overview of 

Albania–Greece 

relations 



Albanians describe the current state of relations between the two 

countries as more positive (57%) than Greeks, who are more inclined 

in holding neutral (48%). 



Both nations agree their relations have improved in the recent 

decade compared to the past, with approx. half of Albanian and 

Greek citizens holding such opinion.



Overwhelming majorities in both societies (85%-90%) agree that 

Greece did assist Albania in the last twenty years.



Reverse perceptions on the bilateral economic relations, with half 

Albanians claiming both countries have benefited equally and more 

than half of Greek citizens trusting Albania has benefited more or is 

the only beneficiary out of this economic relation. 



Perceived 

problems 

and key 

issues in 

bilateral 

relations 



The two societies diverge in their perception regarding problems affecting 

bilateral relations. Albanians spontaneously top rate the delimitation of 

the maritime zones and issues of the Cham population while Greeks the 

Albanian expansionism and attitudes toward the Greek minority.



When prompted, both nations consider the Cham issue as an 

obstacle in bilateral relations, while holding different interpretations 

for the reasons behind this. 



The two societies have opposite opinions about whether the Albanian 

government respects the rights of the Greek minority in Albania. 

Almost all Albanian citizens trust that their government respects the 

minority rights, while only few Greek citizens holding the same belief. 



Vast majority of Albanians (85%) don’t perceive the Greek minority as a 

threat to the country. Similarly 3 out 4 Albanians describe the personal 

relations with the Greek minority as positive.



Majorities in both societies agree that the overall relations between 

Greeks and Albanian immigrants living in Greece are good. 



Both nations agree that the Albanian migrants don’t pose a threat to 

Greece, yet 1 in 5 Greeks think differently.



Overwhelming majorities in both societies agree that children of 

Albanian migrants are fully integrated in the Greek society. 



Personal 

attitudes, 

values and 

stereotypes 



The spontaneous associations show that Albanians have a whole 

more positive opinion about Greeks (44%) while Greeks currently 

hold more a neutral opinion about Albanians (40%). 



Albanians’ description of Greeks has some similarities with the Greeks’ 

description of Albanians, such as being hardworking and a family 

person. Interestingly, most of Greeks (63%) don’t see Albanians as a 

threat to their culture, and so does the majority of Albanians (80%).



Conclusions 



There are some positive news in the findings

of the two surveys

☺ Relations have improved compared to previous decades as both sides agree on
that.

☺The two nations largely do not see each other as a threat.

☺Albanians view the Greek minority in Albania as well integrated, and relations
between the majority and the members of the minority to be good.

☺Purely negative attitudes at the personal level between Greeks and Albanians
have significantly weakened. Moreover, the two nations seem to associate each
other with some positive attributes and values.

☺ Albanian migration in Greece is not anymore seen as a problematic aspect.



Closer examination and attention should be paid to 

the following issues – sources of concern

 The two nations continue to hold some negative opinions and stereotypes about each other,
and also to associate each other with some negative values and attributes.

 The knowledge that each side holds for the other is often inaccurate; more problematic at the
diplomatic-political level.

 The two sides have very different perceptions of the problems challenging bilateral relations.
Albanians focus on the question of the delimitation of the maritime zones between the two
countries and various issues related to the Chams. Greeks’ main problem in the relationship is
Albanian nationalism and the Greek minority.

 Greeks overwhelmingly consider that the rights of the Greek minority are violated vs.
Albanians overwhelmingly consider that the Greek minority is treated well by the Albanian
state.



Comments

& 

Questions



Thank you! Faleminderit! Ευχαριστώ!

Alketa Berzani
alketa.berzani2@gmail.com

Please visit OSFA and ELIAMEP websites to find out more about this survey report.

Ioannis Armakolas
armakolas@eliamep.gr
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